
 

 

Representation on the Draft London Plan - EIP 

Pocket Living Ltd  

Representor number: 3246 

Matter number: M28 

 

1.0 Matter M28 - Policies H12 – Housing Mix 

1.1 Pocket Living has made representations on previous versions of the London Plan to 

support the delivery of Pocket one bed one person homes and its innovative model of 

providing affordable housing to London first time buyers. These representations have 

ensured previous versions of the London Plan have reflected the need for a range of units 

sizes (including smaller units for first time buyers).  

 

1.2 The current London Plan has assisted Pocket Living in its negotiations with LPAs, 

demonstrating a pan-London approach both to the delivery of intermediate housing and 

the need for flexibility on housing mix.  

 

1.3 Pocket’s February 2018 representation strongly supported the wording of Policy 

H12 (A) as it supports the provision of one and two bed units in central and urban locations 

and notes the role small units play in freeing up family houses. We maintain support for 

Policy H12(A) for the reasons set out in February 2018.  

 

1.4 Pocket warmly welcomes the amendments made in August 2018 by the Mayor to 

the wording of Policy H12 (B) removing the previous presumption against schemes 

consisting mainly of one-person units and/or one bedroom units. As noted in our February 

2018 representation there has to be delineation between non self contained 



 

accommodation (shared living) and genuine one bed one person homes delivering 

affordable accommodation for Londoners.  

 

1.5 Pocket supports the wording of Policy H12 (C) and believes boroughs should not set 

prescriptive dwelling size mix requirements (in terms of numbers of bedrooms) for market 

and intermediate homes. ‘Table 4.3 - 2017 SHMA findings’ within Policy H12 clearly 

demonstrates the need for smaller homes across all tenures. Indeed 55% of all housing 

need is for one bed units.  

 

1.6 This focus on smaller homes strongly reflects Pocket’s own experience of the homes 

we offer for sale. We have a database of over 22,000 first time buyers who wish to purchase 

a one bed one person Pocket home because it is well designed, affordable and gives them 

an opportunity to purchase their first home. The average Pocket buyer is 32 years old, is 

purchasing the home on their own and has been renting for about eight years. Pocket 

buyers are not interested in extra bedrooms or extraneous accommodation as this makes 

buying their first home possible. 

 

1.7 Pocket’s innovative model for the provision of intermediate housing is primarily a 

38sqm one bed one person home. Pocket has successfully redeveloped a large number of 

sites across London (in over half of London’s boroughs) and delivered over 650 Pocket one 

bedroom one person homes. Pocket is seen as an exemplary provider of affordable homes 

not just in London but worldwide. Pocket’s homes are genuinely affordable and meet the 

definition of affordable housing and intermediate housing in the NPPF and London Plan. 

Pocket has provided the opportunity for hundreds of Londoners to move from expensive 

private rental accommodation to low cost home ownership. Pocket’s pipeline of new 

schemes will see it delivering thousands of homes across London in the next five years. 

These homes will help the Mayor meet his targets for both housing and affordable housing 

in London. Indeed, nearly all of the 1,059 homes which we have agreed with the GLA to 

start by 2021 will be one-bedroom homes. 



 

 

1.8  We note the Panel Members in the Matters for Consideration questioned the 

justification for preventing boroughs setting prescriptive dwelling mix requirements in 

Policy H12. As noted in Table 4.9, there is a strong preference for one bed units across 

London throughout all tenures. However at borough level this is often re-interpreted in 

local policy with a focus on the need for family units.   

 

1.9 Some Inner and Outer London boroughs have policies which seek 30% - 50% of 

units in schemes to be family sized (three bed or greater) even where local SHMA evidence 

does not support this. This often reflects a political preference towards family units, as 

occupants of smaller housing units are seen as more transient and less likely to be active 

members of the local community.  

 

1.10 Whilst there is a continued need for family sized rented accommodation to assist in 

meeting London’s housing crisis, boroughs should allow greater flexibility for developers 

providing market homes or intermediate homes as they are best placed to assess market 

demand and need.  For this reason, it is important the Mayor sets a pan London policy 

approach to unit mix requirements. 

 

1.11 We would propose one small amendment to Paragraph 4.12.5 of the London Plan. 

At present this states that:  

One-bedroom units play a very important role in meeting housing need, and provision 

in new developments can help reduce the pressure to convert and subdivide existing 

larger homes,. However, one-person and one-bed units are the least flexible unit type 

so schemes should generally consist of a range of unit sizes. 

 

1.12 As noted above one bed one person homes are meeting a specific need for young 

Londoners to purchase their first home and are highly sought after. Pocket homes are 



 

affordable, flexible and practical for their current needs. If a borough required Pocket to 

provide a range of unit sizes this would make our accommodation less flexible and more 

expensive. Pocket buyers do not want or need additional bedrooms. They want a home 

they can afford.  

 

Suggested Changes 

1.13 We would recommend that the following amendments be made: (Insertions and 

deletions in red).  

 Paragraph 4.12.5 

One-bedroom units play a very important role in meeting housing need, and provision 

in new developments can help reduce the pressure to convert and subdivide existing 

larger homes,. However, one-person and one-bed units are the least can be less flexible 

unit type so schemes should generally consist of a range of unit sizes unless they are 

delivering a majority of units (75%) as affordable housing which on balance justifies the 

departure from other planning requirements. 

 


